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SHARP DECAY ESTIMATES AND ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR
FOR 3D MAGNETO-MICROPOLAR FLUIDS
CE´SAR J. NICHE AND CILON F. PERUSATO
Abstract. We characterize the L2 decay rate of solutions to the 3D magneto-
micropolar system in terms of the decay character of the initial datum. Due
to a linear damping term, the micro-rotational field has a faster decay rate.
We also address the asymptotic behaviour of solutions by comparing them to
solutions to the linear part. As a result of the linear damping, the difference
between the micro-rotational field and its linear part also decays faster. As
part of the proofs of these results, we prove estimates for the derivatives of
solutions which might be of independent interest.
1. Introduction
The Navier-Stokes equations are one of the main tools for the mathematical
study of the evolution of incompressible, homogeneous fluids. When the fluid has
more properties or structure arising from the physical model studied, it is necessary
to couple these equations to others describing the new features. Recently, there has
been a surge of activity on the study of the magneto-micropolar system
(1.1)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∂tu + (u ⋅ ∇)u +∇p = (µ + χ)∆u + χ∇×w + (b ⋅ ∇)b,
∂tw + (u ⋅ ∇)w = γ∆w +∇(∇ ⋅w) + χ∇×u − 2χw,
∂tb + (u ⋅ ∇)b = ν∆b + (b ⋅ ∇)u,
∇ ⋅u(⋅, t) = ∇ ⋅ b(⋅, t) = 0,
with initial data z0 = (u0,w0,b0) ∈ L2σ(R3)×L2(R3) × L2σ(R3). From now on, we
denote z = (u,w,b). This system, introduced by Ahmadi and Shahinpoor [1] to
study stability of solutions to (1.1) in bounded domains (see also Galdi and Rionero
[15]), models the evolution in time of a 3D homogeneous, conducting, incompress-
ible fluid with velocity u, pressure p and magnetic field b, which possesses some
“microstructure” described by a micro-rotational velocity w. This microstructure
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may correspond to rigid microparticles suspended or diluted in the fluid, as may be
the case for liquid crystals or polimer solutions. The positive constants µ, γ in (1.1)
correspond to the kinematic and angular viscosity respectively, ν is the inverse of
the magnetic Reynolds number and χ is the micro-rotational viscosity. Note that
(1.1) reduces to the Navier-Stokes equations, when b ≡w ≡ 0; to the MHD system,
when w ≡ 0; and to the micropolar system, when b ≡ 0.
Equations (1.1) were introduced by Ahmadi and Shahinpoor [1], who based
their model on the theory of micropolar fluids developed by Eringen [10] and stud-
ied stability of solutions in bounded domains (see also Galdi and Rionero [15]).
In this context of bounded domains many results have been obtained concerning
different aspects of the study of (1.1), as existence of weak and strong solutions
(Boldrini, Dura´n and Rojas-Medar [3], Boldrini and Rojas-Medar [34], Ortega-
Torres and Rojas-Medar [30], Rojas-Medar [33]), stability or blowup of solutions
(Braz e Silva, Friz e Rojas-Medar [6], Mallea-Zepeda and Ortega-Torres [25], Melo
[26]), asymptotic behaviour (Lukasiewicz and Sadowski [21], Orlinski [28], Sadowski
[35], Yamaguchi [48]), numerical methods for (1.1) (Ortega-Torres, Rojas-Medar
and Cabrales [29], Rojas-Medar [32]) and properties of stochastic versions of (1.1)
(Yamazaki [50], [51], [52], [53]).
Plenty of results have been obtained for (1.1) in R3, as the problems studied
and the techniques used to solve them are inspired on those for the Navier-Stokes
equations. Amongst the many articles on the magneto-micropolar system recently
published, we should mention those on existence of weak and strong solutions in
different function spaces (Ma [24], Yuan [56], Wang and Wang [43]), Beale-Kato-
Majda criteria and blowup results (Braz e Silva, Melo and Zingano [7], Gala, Sawano
and Tanaka [14], Wang [41], Wang, Hu and Wang [44], Wang, Li and Wang [45],
Zhang and Zhao [57]), regularity criteria (Gala [13], Guo, Zhang and Wang [16],
Wang [40], Wang and Gu [42], Yuan [54], Yuan and Li [55], Xiang and Yang [47],
Zhang, Yao and Wang [58]), and properties of stochastic versions of (1.1) (Yamazaki
[49]).
In this article, we are mainly concerned with the L2 norm decay and asymptotic
behaviour of solutions to (1.1). Guterres, Nunes and Perusato [18] proved that the
norm of Leray solutions tends to zero, i.e. for z0 ∈ L2
(1.2) lim
t→∞
∥z(t)∥L2 = 0.
Moreover, when χ > 0, they obtained a sharper result for the micro-rotational field
w, namely
(1.3) lim
t→∞
t
1
2 ∥w(t)∥L2 = 0.
For initial data z0 ∈ (L1(R3) ∩L2(R3))3, Li and Shang [23] used the classical
Fourier Splitting method to prove that the decay has algebraic rate, i.e.
(1.4) ∥z(t)∥2L2 ≤ C(1 + t)− 32 .
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With the same initial data, Cruz and Novais [9] proved that the decay rate for the
micro-rotational field can be improved to
(1.5) ∥w(t)∥2L2 ≤ C(1 + t)− 52 .
Using a method based on estimates for decay of equations on Sobolev spaces with
negative indices, Tan, Wu and Zhou [39] proved that for initial data z0 which is
small in HN(R3), for N ∈ Z, N ≥ 3 and which also belongs to either H˙−s(R3) or
B˙−s2,∞(R3), for 0 ≤ s < 32 , then
(1.6) ∥z(t)∥2L2 ≤ C(1 + t)−s.
As a Corollary of this result, they proved that if z0 ∈ HN(R3) ∩ Lp(R3), with
1 ≤ p ≤ 2, N ≥ 2 and small HN norm, then
(1.7) ∥z(t)∥2L2 ≤ C(1 + t)− 32 ( 2p−1).
Note that when p = 1 this recovers the result in (1.4), albeit the conditions imposed
on the initial data to obtain (1.7) are stronger.
Remark 1.1. For results concerning decay of other norms, or of norms of deriva-
tives of solutions, see Guterres, Nunes and Perusato [18], Perusato, Melo, Guterres
and Nunes [31] and Tan, Wu and Zhou [39].
Our main goal in this article is to improve estimates (1.2) - (1.7) by either prov-
ing sharper results or by disposing of unnecessary hypotheses, using an unified
approach. The main tools we use are the Fourier Splitting Method and the Decay
Character of initial data. The Fourier Splitting Method was devoloped by M.E.
Schonbek [36], [37], [38] to prove that the L2 norm of solutions to viscous conser-
vation laws and to Navier-Stokes equations decay with algebraic rate when initial
data has the form of that that leads to bounds as in (1.4) and (1.7). The Decay
Character was introduced by Bjorland and M.E. Schonbek [2] and refined by Niche
and M.E. Schonbek [27] and Brandolese [4] and associates to initial data z0 in L
2
a number r∗ = r∗(z0) which characterizes the decay of solutions to a large fam-
ily of linear systems which such initial data. This, in turn, allows to prove decay
estimates for nonlinear equations. For details concerning the decay character and
decay of linear systems, see Section 2.
Our first result concerning decay of (1.1) is the following.
Theorem 1.2. Let z be a weak solution to (1.1), with 32χ(µ + χ + γ) > 1, ν > 0.
Let r∗(z0) = r∗ be the decay character of z0, with − 32 < r∗ <∞. Then, for all t > 0
∥z(t)∥2L2 ≤ C(1 + t)−min{ 32+r∗, 52 }.
For − 3
2
< r∗ ≤ 1, we have that
∥z(t)∥2L2 ≥ C(1 + t)−( 32+r∗).
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As computed in Example 2.6 in Ferreira, Niche and Planas [12], for z0 ∈ Lp(R3)∩
L2(R3) for 1 ≤ p < 2, we have that r∗(z0) = −3 (1 − 1p). Then, through Theorem 1.2
we recover the estimates (1.4) and (1.7). Note, however, that Tan, Wu and Zhou
[39] need z0 to be small in some Sobolev space for (1.7) to hold, a hypothesis we do
not need in our result. Guterres, Nunes and Perusato [18] proved that the norm of
Leray solutions go to zero, see (1.2). In Theorem 1.2 we are able to provide a rate
for this decay, as long as the initial datum obeys − 3
2
< r∗ <∞. As a consequence of
the results by Brandolese [4], our result also extends and improves estimate (1.6)
by disposing of the small norm in HN hypothesis and also by extending the range
for which it is valid to 0 ≤ s ≤ 5
2
. We discuss this fact in Section 2.3.
The equation for w in (1.1) has a feature that distinguishes it from those for u
and b in that contains a linear damping term 2χw. Linear equations or systems of
that form use to have exponential decay, so we expect this to improve the decay of
w with respect to that in Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 1.3. Consider the same hypothesis as in Theorem 1.2. Then, we have
the improved decay estimate
∥w(t)∥2L2 ≤ C(1 + t)−min{ 52+r∗, 72 },
for all t > 0.
Thus, the result in this Theorem improves and extends the decays in (1.3) by
Guterres, Nunes and Perusato [18] and in (1.5) by Cruz and Novais [9]. Note that
for any algebraic decay rate, by Theorem 1.2 we can always find initial data with
appropiate r∗ that leads to a solution z with decay slower than this given one.
However, from Theorem 1.3 the decay of ∥w(t)∥L2 will be at least of order (1+t)− 12
for any initial datum w0. This is a consequence of the exponential decay of the
linear part of the equation for w caused by the linear damping.
We now address first order asymptotics, by studying the decay of the difference
between the full solution z(t) and z¯(t), the solution of its linear part
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
u¯t = (µ + χ)∆u¯ + χ∇× w¯,
w¯t = γ∆w¯ + ∇(∇ ⋅ w¯) + χ∇× u¯ − 2χw¯,
b¯t = ν∆b¯
with the same initial data.
Theorem 1.4. Let z be a weak solution to (1.1) , with 32χ(µ + χ + γ) > 1, ν > 0.
Let r∗(z0) = r∗ be the decay character of z0, with − 32 < r∗ <∞. Then,
(1.8) ∥z(t) − z¯(t)∥2L2 ≤ C(1 + t)−min{ 72+2r∗, 52 }, ∀t > 0
and
(1.9) ∥w(t) − w¯(t)∥2L2 ≤ C(1 + t)−min{ 92+2r∗, 72 }, ∀t > 0.
As in the previous results, the exponential decay of the linear part of the equation
for w leads to a faster decay in the corresponding asymptotic behaviour.
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This work is organized as follows. In Section 2 we gather all definition and results
concerning the decay character and its use for establishing decay for linear systems.
More precisely, in Section 2.1 we define the decay character and state Theorem 2.3
(from Niche and M.E. Schonbek [27]) in which sharp upper and lower bounds are
proved for “diagonalizable” systems. In Section 2.2, we specifically apply the results
from the previous Section to the linear part of (1.1). To wit, we first establish a
relation between the decay character of z0 and those of u0,w0 and b0. Then, we
prove a Lemma that allows us to effectively use Theorem 2.3. Finally, in Section 2.3
we carefully discuss the work of Brandolese [4], which we use to show that Theorem
1.2 extends some previously known estimates. In Section 3 we prove our results.
We point out that some gradient estimates proved in this Section, more specifically
Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, may be of independent interest.
2. Decay character and decay of linear part
2.1. Decay character and linear operators. In order to establish sharp decay
rates for the linear part in (1.1), we recall the idea of decay character, as defined
and developed by Bjorland and M.E. Schonbek [2], Niche and M.E. Schonbek [27]
and Brandolese [4].
As the long time evolution of the norm of solutions is determined by its low
frequencies, it is expected that the small frequencies of the initial datum provide
insight into the decay of the L2 or Sobolev norms of linear systems. Roughly
speaking, the decay character compares ∣v̂0(ξ)∣2 to f(ξ) = ∣ξ∣2r near ξ = 0.
Definition 2.1. Let v0 ∈ L2(Rn). For r ∈ (−n2 ,∞), we define the decay indicator
Pr(v0) corresponding to v0 as
Pr(v0) = lim
ρ→0
ρ−2r−n∫
B(ρ)
∣v̂0(ξ)∣2 dξ,
provided this limit exists. In the expression above, B(ρ) denotes the ball at the
origin with radius ρ.
Definition 2.2. The decay character of v0, denoted by r
∗ = r∗(v0) is the unique
r ∈ (−n
2
,∞) such that 0 < Pr(v0) < ∞, provided that this number exists. If such
Pr(v0) does not exist, we set r∗ = −n2 , when Pr(v0) = ∞ for all r ∈ (−n2 ,∞) or
r∗ = ∞, if Pr(v0) = 0 for all r ∈ (−n2 ,∞).
The decay character can be explicitly computed in many cases. For example as
pointed out in the Introduction, when v0 ∈ Lp(Rn) ∩L2(Rn) for 1 ≤ p < 2, we have
that r∗(v0) = −n(1 − 1p), see Example 2.6 in Ferreira, Niche and Planas [12]. For
more, see Example 2.5 in Niche and M.E. Schonbek [27].
We now use the decay character for establishing upper and lower bounds for
decay rates of energy for solutions to a large family of dissipative linear operators.
For a Hilbert space X on Rn, we consider a pseudodifferential operator L ∶ Xn →
(L2(Rn))n, with symbol M(ξ) such that
(2.1) M(ξ) = P −1(ξ)D(ξ)P (ξ), ξ − a.e.
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where P (ξ) ∈ O(n) and D(ξ) = −ci∣ξ∣2αδij , for ci > c > 0 and 0 < α ≤ 1. Taking the
Fourier Transform of the linear equation
(2.2) vt = Lv,
multiplying by v̂, integrating in space and then using (2.1) we obtain
(2.3)
1
2
d
dt
∥v̂(t)∥2L2 ≤ −C ∫
Rn
∣ξ∣2α ∣v̂∣2 dξ,
which is the key inequality for using the Fourier Splitting method. The vectorial
fractional Laplacian and the operator
(2.4) Lu =∆u + ∇divu
obey (2.1), so they are amenable to our analysis, see Examples 2.8 and 2.9 in Niche
and M.E. Schonbek [27].
We now state the Theorem that describes decay in terms of the decay character
for linear operators as in (2.1).
Theorem 2.3. (Theorem 2.10, Niche and M.E. Schonbek [27]) Let v0 ∈ L2(Rn)
have decay character r∗(v0) = r∗. Let v(t) be a solution to (2.2) with data v0, where
the operator L is such that (2.1) holds. Then:
(1) if −n
2
< r∗ < ∞, there exist constants C1,C2 > 0 such that
C1(1 + t)− 1α (n2 +r∗) ≤ ∥v(t)∥2L2 ≤ C2(1 + t)− 1α (n2 +r∗);
(2) if r∗ = −n
2
, there exists C = C(ǫ) > 0 such that
∥v(t)∥2L2 ≥ C(1 + t)−ǫ, ∀ǫ > 0,
i.e. the decay of ∥v(t)∥2
L2
is slower than any uniform algebraic rate;
(3) if r∗ = ∞, there exists C > 0 such that
∥v(t)∥2L2 ≤ C(1 + t)−m, ∀m > 0,
i.e. the decay of ∥v(t)∥L2 is faster than any algebraic rate.
2.2. Decay characterization for the linear part of (1.1). We now study the
linear system associated to (1.1), namely
(2.5)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∂tu¯ = (µ + χ)∆u¯ + χ∇× w¯,
∂tw¯ = γ∆w¯ +∇(∇ ⋅ w¯) + χ∇× u¯ − 2χw¯,
∂tb¯ = ν∆b¯
with initial data z¯0 = z0 = (u0,w0,b0) ∈ L2σ(R3) ×L2(R3) ×L2σ(R3), where we set
z¯ = (u¯, w¯, b¯) ⊂ L2(R9), for simplicity.
We first address the relation between r∗(z0), r∗(u0), r∗(w0) and r∗(b0).
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Lemma 2.4. Let r∗(u0), r∗(w0), r∗(b0) ∈ (− 32 ,∞). Then
r∗(z0) =min{r∗(u0), r∗(w0), r∗(b0)}.
Proof. Let λ = min{r∗(u0), r∗(w0), r∗(b0)}. In order to fix ideas, suppose λ =
r∗(u0) and λ < r∗(w0), r∗(b0). Note that
Pλ(z0) = Pλ(u0) +Pλ(w0) + Pλ(b0)
and that Pλ(u0) > 0. Now
Pλ(w0) = lim
ρ→0
ρ−(2λ+3) ∫
B(ρ)
∣ŵ0(ξ)∣2 dξ
= lim
ρ→0
ρ−2(λ+(r
∗(w0)−λ))ρ2(r
∗(w0)−λ)ρ−3 ∫
B(ρ)
∣ŵ0(ξ)∣2 dξ
= lim
ρ→0
ρ2(r
∗(w0)−λ)ρ−(2r
∗(w0)+3)∫
B(ρ)
∣ŵ0(ξ)∣2 dξ
= lim
ρ→0
ρ2(r
∗(w0)−λ)r∗(w0) = 0
because r∗(w0) > λ. The same argument proves that Pλ(b0) = 0, hence Pλ(z0) =
Pλ(u0), which leads to the result. 
In order to use Theorem 2.3 we pass to frequency space, where after taking the
Fourier transform of (2.5) we obtain
∂t̂¯z =M(ξ)̂¯z,
where M =M(ξ) is the matrix of symbols given by
(2.6) M =
⎛⎜⎜⎝
−(µ + χ)∣ξ∣2Id3×3 iχR3(ξ) 03×3
iχR3(ξ) −(γ∣ξ∣2 + 2χ)Id3×3 − ξiξj 03×3
03×3 03×3 −ν∣ξ∣2Id3×3
⎞⎟⎟⎠
.
Here Id3×3 and 03×3 are the 3×3 identity and zero matrizes respectively and iR3(ξ)
is the rotation matrix
iR3(ξ) = i
⎛⎜⎜⎝
0 ξ3 −ξ2
−ξ3 0 ξ1
ξ2 −ξ1 0
⎞⎟⎟⎠
.
As M is self-adjoint, it is diagonalizable and M(ξ) = P −1(ξ)D(ξ)P (ξ), where
P ∈ U(n) and D(ξ) is a diagonal matrix. To use Theorem 2.3 we would need
to compute the eigenvalues of M , which is a cumbersome task. Instead, we will
prove the following Lemma, which provides an estimate for the largest eigenvalue.
This immediately leads to (2.3) and allows us to use Theorem 2.3.
Lemma 2.5. Let 32χ(µ + χ + γ) > 1. Then, for M =M(ξ) we have that
λmax(M) ≤ −C ∣ξ∣2, C = C(µ,χ, γ, ν) > 0.
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Proof. We follow the ideas in Section 3.1 in Ferreira and Villamizar-Roa [11]. From
the Rayleigh-Ritz Theorem we know that for any Hermitian matrix M ∈ Mn(C),
the inequality
RM(v) = v∗Mv ≤ λmax(M)
holds, for all ∥v∥2 = 1.
A simple computation shows that the matrix iR3(ξ) has spectrum σ(iR3(ξ)) =
{−∣ξ∣,0, ∣ξ∣}, with associated orthonormal eigenvectors v1, v2, v3. With these, we
construct the orthonormal basis B = (b1,⋯, bn) for C9, where
B = {1
2
(v1, v1,0), 1
2
(v3,−v3,0), 1
2
(v2, v2,0), 1
2
(v2,−v2,0),
1
2
(v3, v3,0), 1
2
(v1,−v1,0), e7, e8, e9}
where e7, e8, e9 are the last three vectors in the canonical base in C
9.
We now write M(ξ) =M1(ξ) +M2(ξ) +M3(ξ), where
M1(ξ) =
⎛⎜⎜⎝
−(µ + χ)∣ξ∣2Id3×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 −(γ∣ξ∣2 + 2χ)Id3×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 −ν∣ξ∣2Id3×3
⎞⎟⎟⎠
,
M2(ξ) =
⎛⎜⎜⎝
03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 −ξiξj 03×3
03×3 03×3 03×3
⎞⎟⎟⎠
, M3(ξ) =
⎛⎜⎜⎝
03×3 iχR3(ξ) 03×3
iχR3(ξ) 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 03×3
⎞⎟⎟⎠
.
As the eigenvalues of M2 are 0 and −∣ξ∣, we have that v∗M2(ξ)v ≤ 0. Now take
v = ∑9v=1 cibi. This leads to
v∗M1v = −1
2
(c21 + c22 + c25 + c26) ((µ + χ)∣ξ∣2 + γ∣ξ∣2 + 2χ)
− 1
2
c23(µ + χ)∣ξ∣2 − 12c
2
4
(γ∣ξ∣2 + 2χ) − (c27 + c28 + c29)ν∣ξ∣2
and to
v∗M3v = −1
4
(c21 + c26) ∣ξ∣ + 14 (c
2
2 + c25) ∣ξ∣.
Then
v∗M1v + v∗M3v = −(c21 + c26)(12(µ + χ + γ)∣ξ∣
2 + 1
4
∣ξ∣ + χ)
− (c22 + c25) (12(µ + χ + γ)∣ξ∣
2 − 1
4
∣ξ∣ + χ)
− 1
2
c23(µ + χ)∣ξ∣2 − 12c
2
4
(γ∣ξ∣2 + 2χ) − (c27 + c28 + c29) ν∣ξ∣2
≤ −∥v∥22min{(µ + χ + γ)∣ξ∣2 − 12 ∣ξ∣ + 2χ, (µ + χ)∣ξ∣
2, γ∣ξ∣2 + 2χ,2ν∣ξ∣2}.
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If 32χ(µ + χ + γ) > 1, then (µ + χ + γ)∣ξ∣2 − 1
2
∣ξ∣ + 2χ > 0 for any ∣ξ∣ and the result
follows. 
The estimate obtained in Lemma 2.5 leads to (2.3). We can now use Theorem
2.3 to obtain
Theorem 2.6. Let z¯0 ∈ L2(R9) have decay character r∗(z¯0) = r∗. Then
(1) if −n
2
< r∗ <∞, there exist constants C1,C2 > 0 such that
C1(1 + t)−( 32+r∗) ≤ ∥z¯(t)∥2L2 ≤ C2(1 + t)−( 32+r∗);
(2) if r∗ = − 3
2
, there exists C = C(ǫ) > 0 such that
∥z¯(t)∥2L2 ≥ C(1 + t)−ǫ, ∀ǫ > 0,
i.e. the decay of ∥v(t)∥2L2 is slower than any uniform algebraic rate;
(3) if r∗ = ∞, there exists C > 0 such that
∥z¯(t)∥2L2 ≤ C(1 + t)−m, ∀m > 0,
i.e. the decay of ∥z¯(t)∥L2 is faster than any algebraic rate.
As the symbol matrix (2.6) is diagonalizable, the linear system (2.5) decouples.
The fact that the decay character of z0 is the mininum of the decay characters of
u0,w0,b0 , implies that decay of solutions z¯(t) to (2.5) is the slowest of the decays
of u¯(t), w¯(t), b¯(t).
2.3. The work of Brandolese [4] and estimate (1.6). The decay character
of initial data v0 ∈ L2(Rn) is used to prove sharp upper and lower bounds for
decay of “diagonalizable” linear systems, see Theorem 2.3 and its application to
(2.5) in Theorem 2.6. In Definitions 2.1 and 2.2, introduced by Bjorland and M.E.
Schonbek [2] and extended by Niche and M.E. Schonbek [27], the existence of a
limit and a positive Pr(u0) are assumed. However this need not be the case for
all of v0 ∈ L2(Rn). Brandolese [4] constructed initial data in L2, highly oscillating
near the origin, for which the limit in Definition 2.1 does not exist for some r. As a
result of this, the decay character does not exist. Then, Brandolese gave a slightly
different definition of decay character, more general than that in Definitions 2.1
and 2.2, but which produces the same result when these hold.
In this same article, Brandolese proved that the decay character r∗ (in his more
general version) exists for v0 ∈ L2(Rn) if and only if v0 belongs to a certain subset
A˙
−(n
2
+r∗)
2,∞ ⊂ B˙−(
n
2
+r∗)
2,∞ . Moreover, for diagonalizable linear operators L as in (2.1),
solutions to the linear system (2.2) with initial data v0 obey
C1(1 + t)− 1α (n2 +r∗) ≤ ∥v(t)∥2L2 ≤ C2(1 + t)− 1α (n2 +r∗),
if and only if the decay character r∗ = r∗(v0) exists. This provides a sharp char-
acterization of algebraic decay rates for such systems and provides a key tool for
studying decay for nonlinear systems.
Now, let us recall estimate (1.6), proved by Tan, Wu and Zhou [39]. By taking
s = − (3
2
+ r∗), where − 3
2
≤ r∗ < 0, their estimate reads
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(2.7) ∥z(t)∥2L2 ≤ C(1 + t)−( 32+r∗),
for z0 ∈ HN(R3)∩ B˙−( 32+r
∗)
2,∞ (R3) with small HN norm, for some N ≥ 3. As a result
of Brandolese’s results discussed above, existence of (our version of) the decay
character implies that using Theorem 1.2 we obtain (2.7) without the necessity
of assuming z0 ∈ HN(R3). Moreover, our result shows that (2.7) also holds for
3
2
≤ s ≤ 5
2
.
3. Proofs
3.1. Proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof. As is usual when using the Fourier Splitting we prove decay for regular
enough solutions to an approximate nonlinear problem obtained through spectral
cutoff, as in Li and Shang [23] for the magnetomicropolar equations or through
retarded mollifiers (see Cafarelli, Kohn and Nirenberg [8]), as in the case of the
micropolar fluid equations, see Braz e Silva, Cruz, Freitas e Zingano [5]. The decay
for weak solutions is obtained through a standard limiting process, for full details
see Braz e Silva, Cruz, Freitas e Zingano [5] for the micropolar fluid equations and
pages 267–269 in Lemarie´-Rieusset [22] and the Appendix in Wiegner [46] for the
Navier-Stokes equations case.
We now proceed formally. As we have seen before
∂t∥z(t)∥2L2 ≤ −C∥∇z(t)∥2L2 .
Let B(t) = {ξ ∈ R3 ∶ ∣ξ∣ ≤ g(t)}, for a nonincreasing, continuous g with g(0) = 1.
Then
−C∥∇z(t)∥2L2 = −C ∫
B(t)
∣ξ∣2∣ẑ(ξ, t)∣2 dξ −C ∫
B(t)c
∣ξ∣2∣ẑ(ξ, t)∣2 dξ
≤ −C ∫
B(t)c
∣ξ∣2∣ẑ(ξ, t)∣2 dξ ≤ −Cg2(t)∫
B(t)c
∣ẑ(ξ, t)∣2 dξ
which leads to
d
dt
(exp(∫
t
0
Cg2(s)ds) ∥z(t)∥2L2) ≤(3.1)
g2(t)(exp(∫
t
0
Cg2(s)ds))∫
B(t)
∣ẑ(ξ, t)∣2 dξ.
We now need a pointwise estimate for
ẑ(ξ, t) = etM(ξ)ẑ0(ξ) − ∫
t
0
e(t−s)M(ξ)G(ξ, s)ds
where M is as in (2.6) and
G(ξ, s) = F (NL(u,w,b)) (ξ, s)
for
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(3.2) NL(u,w,b) = ((b ⋅ ∇)b − (u ⋅ ∇)u −∇p,−(u ⋅ ∇)w,−(u ⋅ ∇)b + (b ⋅ ∇)u) .
For F = u,b and G = u,w,b, we have that
F ((F ⋅ ∇)G) = F (∇(F ⊗G)) = iξ ⋅ (F̂ ⊗G) ,
so
(3.3) ∣F ((F ⋅ ∇)G) (ξ)∣ ≤ ∣ξ∣∥F ∥L2∥G∥L2 .
By taking divergence in the first equation in (1.1) we obtain
∆p = div (b ⋅ ∇)b − div (u ⋅ ∇)u
from which we get
(3.4) − ∣ξ∣2p̂(ξ) = i∑
j,k
ξjξkb̂jbk + i∑
j,k
ξjξkûjuk ≤ ∣ξ∣2 (∥b(t)∥2L2 + ∥u(t)∥2L2) .
Then, from (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) we obtain
∣G(ξ, t)∣ ≤ C ∣ξ∣∥z(t)∥2L2 .(3.5)
Thus,
∣∫
t
0
e(t−s)M(ξ)G(ξ, s)ds∣ ≤ C ∫
t
0
e−C(t−s)∣ξ∣
2 ∣ξ∣∥z(s)∥2L2 ds
≤ C ∣ξ∣ (∫
t
0
∥z(s)∥2L2 ds) ,
where we used the estimate in Lemma 2.5.
Suppose now that ∥z(t)∥2
L2
≤ C(1 + t)−α, for some 0 ≤ α. As a result of this
∫
B(t)
(∫
t
0
e(t−s)M(ξ)G(ξ, s)ds)
2
dξ ≤ C ∣ξ∣5(1 + t)2(1−α),
which leads, after choosing g2(t) = A(1 + t)−1 and for large enough A > 0, to
∫
B(t)
∣ẑ(ξ, t)∣2 dξ ≤ C ∫
B(t)
∣etM(ξ)ẑ0∣2 dξ +C ∫
B(t)
(∫
t
0
e(t−s)M(ξ)G(ξ, s)ds)
2
dξ
≤ C∥etM(ξ)ẑ0∥2L2 +Cg5(t)(1 + t)2(1−α)
≤ C(t + 1)−( 32+r∗) +C(1 + t)−( 12+2α)
≤ C(t + 1)−min{ 12+2α, 32+r∗},(3.6)
where r∗ = r∗(z0) and we used Theorem 2.6 for the decay of the linear part. From
(3.1), (3.6) and our choice of g we obtain
(3.7)
d
dt
((t + 1)A∥z(t)∥2L2) ≤ C(t + 1)A−1(t + 1)−min{ 12+2α, 32+r∗}.
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We start with α = 0, this is the apriori estimate ∥z(t)∥2
L2
≤ C. In (3.7) we consider
the two cases 3
2
+ r∗ ≤ 1
2
and 1
2
≤ 3
2
+ r∗. In the first case, i.e. when r∗ ≤ −1, we have
(3.8) ∥z(t)∥2L2 ≤ C(t + 1)−( 32+r∗).
In the second case, we obtain
∥z(t)∥2L2 ≤ C(t + 1)− 12 ,
which is the slower decay. Hence we improved our rate to an exponent at least as
large as α = 1
2
. We use this estimate to bootstrap in (3.7) and we see we have to
separate again the study in two cases, namely 3
2
+r∗ ≤ 3
2
and 3
2
≤ 3
2
+r∗. In the first
case, which corresponds to r∗ ≤ 0, we obtain (3.8) again. In the second situation,
i.e. when r∗ ≥ 0, we have improved to α = 3
2
. But then
∫
t
0
∥z(s)∥2L2 ds ≤ C,
so
∫
B(t)
(∫
t
0
e(t−s)M(ξ)G(ξ, s)ds)
2
dξ ≤ Cg5(t).
Then (3.6) becomes
∫
B(t)
∣ẑ(ξ, t)∣2 dξ ≤ C ∫
B(t)
∣etM(ξ)ẑ0∣2 dξ +C ∫
B(t)
(∫
t
0
e(t−s)M(ξ)G(ξ, s)ds)
2
dξ
≤ C∥etM(ξ)ẑ0∥2L2 +Cg5(t)
≤ C(t + 1)−( 32+r∗) +C(1 + t)− 52 ≤ C(t + 1)−min{ 32+r∗, 52 }.
Using this in (3.1) yields the upper bound for decay.
The reverse triangle inequality leads to
∥z(t)∥L2 ≥ ∥z¯(t)∥L2 − ∥z(t) − z¯(t)∥L2 ,
where z¯(t) is the solution to the linear part of (1.1), i.e. system (2.5). By Theorem
1.4, we only have upper bounds for the decay of ∥z(t)− z¯(t)∥L2 , so the upper bound
we have just proved and Theorem 1.4 lead to the lower bound only when the decay
of linear part is slower than that of the difference. 
3.2. Proof of Theorem 1.3. Our proof follows that of Theorem 3.2 in Braz, Cruz,
Freitas and Zingano [5], where an analogous result is proved for the micropolar
system for z0 ∈ L1(R3) ∩L2(R3).
In the proof of the following Lemmas and Theorems we will need the standard
heat kernel estimate in R3
(3.9) ∥∇met∆f∥Lq ≤K∥f∥Lr t− 32 ( 1r− 1q )−m2 , ∀ t > 0,
for 1 ≤ r ≤ q ≤ ∞ (see Kato [19]). We will also need the following gradient estimate.
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Lemma 3.1. Let z be a weak solution to (1.1), with 32χ(µ+χ + γ) > 1, ν > 0. Let
r∗(z0) = r∗ be the decay character of z0, with − 32 < r∗ < ∞. Then,
∥∇z(t)∥2L2 ≤ C(1 + t)−min{ 52+r∗, 72 }, ∀t ≥ t0,
for an appropriate, large enough t0 = t0(∥z0∥L2).
Proof. We follow the ideas in Braz, Cruz, Freitas and Zingano [5] and Guterres,
Nunes and Perusato [18]. Let α(r∗) = min{ 3
2
+ r∗, 5
2
}. Taking δ > 0, multiplying
(1.1) by (1 + t)α(r∗)+δ(u,w,b) and integrating on R3 × (t0, t), we obtain
(1 + t)α(r∗)+δ∥z(t)∥2L2 + 2min{µ, γ, ν}
t
∫
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ∥∇z(s)∥2L2ds
≤ C ∫
t
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ−1∥z(s)∥2L2 ds
≤ C(1 + t)δ,(3.10)
where we used Theorem 1.2 on the right hand side.
We now use the notation Dk = ∂xk ,D2 = ∑i,jDiDj . Taking Dk in the first three
equations in (1.1), multiplying by (1 + t)α(r∗)+δ+1(Dku,Dkw,Dkb) and summing
up, after integrating in R3 × (t0, t) we obtain
(1 + t)α(r∗)+δ+1∥∇z∥2L2 + 2(µ + χ)∫
t
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ+1∥D2u(s)∥2L2ds
+2γ ∫
t
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ+1∥D2w(s)∥2L2ds + 2 ν ∫
t
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ+1∥D2b(s)∥2L2ds
+2∫
t
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ+1∥∇ (∇ ⋅w)(s)∥2L2ds + 4χ∫
t
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ+1∥∇w(s)∥2L2ds
= ∫
t
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ∥∇z(s)∥2L2ds + 4χ
3
∑
k=1
∫
t
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ+1⟨∇ ×Dku(s),Dkw(s)⟩ds
+2∫
t
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ+1∫
R3
∑
i,j,k
DjDkui(x, s) ⋅Dk (uj(x, s)ui(x, s)) dxdx
−2∫
t
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ+1 ∫
R3
∑
i,j,k
DjDkbi(x, s) ⋅Dk (bj(x, s)bi(x, s)) dxds
+2∫
t
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ+1 ∫
R3
∑
i,j,k
DjDkui(x, s) ⋅Dk (uj(x, s)wi(x, s)) dxds
+2∫
t
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ+1 ∫
R3
∑
i,j,k
DjDkui(x, s) ⋅Dk (uj(x, s)bi(x, s)) dxds
−2∫
t
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ+1∫
R3
∑
i,j,k
DjDkbi(x, s) ⋅Dk (bj(x, s)ui(x, s)) dxds.
By Cauchy-Schwarz
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4χ
3
∑
k=1
∫
t
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ+1⟨∇ ×Dku(s),Dkw(s)⟩ds
≤ 4χ∫
t
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ+1 (∥∇w(s)∥2L2 + ∥D2u(s)∥2L2) ds.
For DjDkfi(x, s) ⋅Dk (gj(x, s)hi(x, s)), where f, g, h ∈ {u,w,b} we have that
∫
R3
DjDkfi(x, s) ⋅Dk (gj(x, s)hi(x, s)) dx ≤ C∥z(s)∥L∞∥∇z(s)∥L2∥D2z(s)∥L2 .
We then obtain
(1 + t)α(r∗)+δ+1∥∇z(t)∥2L2 +C ∫
t
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ+1∥D2z(s)∥2L2ds
≤ ∫
t
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ∥∇z(s)∥2L2ds
+C ∫
t
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ+1∥z(s)∥L∞∥∇z(s)∥L2∥D2z(s)∥L2ds
≤ ∫
t
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ∥∇z(s)∥2L2ds
+C
t
∫
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ+1∥∇z(s)∥ 12
L2
∥D2z(s)∥2L2ds,
where we used that ∥z∥L∞∥∇z∥L2 ≤ ∥z∥1/2L2 ∥∇z∥1/2L2 ∥D2z∥L2 , (see Kreiss, Hagstrom,
Lorenz and Zingano [20]) and that ∥z(t)∥L2 ≤ C. For some large enough t0, we
have that if t > t0, then ∥∇z(t)∥L2 is small enough for the last term on the right
hand side to absorbed by the second term in the left hand side. Hence
(1 + t)α(r∗)+δ+1∥∇z(t)∥2L2 +min{µ, γ, ν}
t
∫
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ+1∥∇2z(s)∥2L2ds(3.11)
≤ C(1 + t)δ
which is the result we wanted to prove. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. As in the proof of Theorem 1.2, we assume solutions are
regular enough. We note that the equation for w in (1.1) can be written as
∂tw = Lw + χ∇×u − (u ⋅ ∇)w,
where L = γ∆w + ∇(∇ ⋅ w) − 2χw. Let t0 > 0 be as in Lemma 3.1. Then, for
L = γ∆w +∇(∇ ⋅w), we have that
w(x, t) = e−2χ(t−t0)eL(t−t0)w(x, t0)
− ∫
t
t0
e−2χ(t−s)eL(t−s) (∇ ×u − (u ⋅ ∇)w) (x, s)ds.(3.12)
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First, as ∥eLtv∥L2 ≤ C∥v∥L2 , we have that
(3.13) ∥e−2χ(t−t0)eL(t−t0)w(t0)∥L2 ≤ Ce−2χ(t−t0), C = C (∥w0∥L2) .
As ∥∇ × u∥L2 ≤ C∥∇u∥L2 , then
(3.14) ∥eL(t−s)∇×u(s)∥L2 ≤ C∥∇u(s)∥L2 ≤ C(1 + s)− 12 min{ 52+r∗, 72 },
because of Lemma 3.1. Also
∥eL(t−s)(u ⋅ ∇)w(s)∥L2 ≤ ∥e∆(t−s)(u ⋅ ∇)w(s)∥L2 ≤ ∥e∆(t−s)∥L2∥(u ⋅ ∇)w(s)∥L1
≤ ∥e∆(t−s)∥L2∥u(s)∥L2∥∇w(s)∥L2
≤ C(t − s)− 34 (1 + s)− 12 min{ 52+r∗, 72 },(3.15)
where we used (3.9) and Lemma 3.1. Now, from (3.12) - (3.15), we obtain
∥w(t)∥L2 ≤ Ce−2χ(t−t0) +∫
t
t0
e−2χ(t−s)(1 + s)−min{ 52+r∗, 72 } (1 + (t − s)− 34 ) ds
≤ C˜(1 + t)− 12 min{ 52+r∗, 72 }, ∀t > t0.
We now conclude the proof, showing that the estimate also holds in 0 < t < t0.
Indeed, letting M =max0≤τ≤t0{(1+τ)κ∥w(τ)∥L2}, where we set κ =min{ 54 + r
∗
2
, 7
4
},
we clearly get ∥w(t)∥L2 ≤ C(1 + t)−κ, for all t > 0, with C =max{M,C˜}. 
3.3. Proof of Theorem 1.4. We will need a gradient decay estimate.
Lemma 3.2. Let z be a weak solution to (1.1), with 32χ(µ+χ + γ) > 1, ν > 0. Let
r∗(z0) = r∗ be the decay character of z0, with − 32 < r∗ < ∞. Then,
∥∇w(t)∥2L2 + ∥D2z(t)∥2L2 + (1 + t)∥D3z(t)∥2L2
≤ C(1 + t)−min{ 72+r∗, 92 }, ∀ t > t0,
for some t0 = t0(∥z0∥L2).
Proof. We follow the ideas in the proof of Lemma 3.1. Differentiating (1.1) with
respect to xℓ1 and xℓ2 , multiplying by (1 + t)α(r∗)+δ+2Dℓ1Dℓ2 (u,w,b), integrating
the result on R3 × [t0, t] and summing up we obtain
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(1 + t)α(r∗)+δ+2∥D2z(t)∥2L2 +C ∫
t
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ+2∥D3z(s)∥2L2ds
≤ C
t
∫
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ+1∥D2z(s)∥2L2ds
+C ∫
t
t0
(s − t0)2∥D3z(s)∥L2∥z(s)∥L∞∥D2z(s)∥L2 ds
+C ∫
t
t0
(s − t0)2∥D3z(s)∥L2∥∇z(s)∥L∞(R3)∥∇z(s)∥L2 ds
≤ C ∫
t
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ+1∥D2z(s)∥2L2ds
+ ∫
t
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ+2∥z(s)∥1/2
L2
∥∇z(s)∥1/2
L2
∥D3z(s)∥L2ds,
where we used that ∥z∥L2∥∇2z∥L2 ≤ C∥z∥1/2L2 ∥∇z∥1/2L2 ∥∇3z∥L2 . By (3.11), we have
(1 + t)α(r∗)+δ+2∥D2z(t)∥2L2 +min{µ, γ, ν}
t
∫
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ+1∥D3z(s)∥2L2ds
≤ C(1 + t)δ.(3.16)
Now, applying the same argument as in the previous Lemma (see also Guterres,
Melo, Nunes and Perusato [17], for more details), we obtain
(1 + t)α(r∗)+δ+3∥D3z(t)∥2L2 +C ∫
t
t0
(1 + s)α(r∗)+δ+3∥D4z(s)∥2L2ds ≤ C(1 + t)δ
which yields
∥∇2z(t)∥2L2 + (1 + t)∥∇3z(t)∥2L2 ≤ C(1 + t)−min{
7
2
+r∗, 9
2
}.
Furthermore, by standard Sobolev embeddings, we obtain
(3.17) ∥∇jz(t)∥2L4 ≤ C(1 + t)−α(r
∗)−3/4−j ,
for all sufficiently large t > 0 and each 0 ≤ j ≤ 2. This particular bound allows us to
estimate the gradient of the microrotational field. Indeed, for L = γ∆ + ∇(∇⋅) we
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have
∥∇w(t)∥L2 ≤ e−2χ (t−t0)∥∇eCL(t−t0)z(t0)∥L2
+ χ∫
t
t0
e−2χ (t−s)∥∇eCL(t−s)(∇× u(s) )∥L2ds
+∫
t
t0
e−2χ (t−s)∥eCL(t−s)(∇(u ⋅ ∇w)(s))∥L2ds
≤ Ce−2χ (t−t0) + χ ∫
t
t0
e−2χ (t−s)∥ eC∆(t−s)∇2u(s) ∥L2ds
+C ∫
t
t0
e−2χ (t−s)∥eC∆(t−s){∇(u ⋅ ∇w)(s)}∥L2ds
≤ Ce−2χ (t−t0) + χ∫
t
t0
e−2χ (t−s)∥∇2u(s) ∥L2ds
+C ∫
t
t0
e−2χ (t−s)∥{∇(u ⋅ ∇w)(s)}∥L2ds.
By (3.17) and Lemma 3.1, we have
∥∇w(t)∥L2 ≤ Ce−2χ (t−t0) +C ∫
t
t0
e−2χ (t−s)(1 + s)−α(r∗)2 −1ds
+C ∫
t
t0
e−2χ (t−s) (∥z(s)∥L4∥∇2z(s)∥L4 + ∥∇z(s)∥2L4)ds
≤ Ce−2χ (t−t0) +C ∫
t
t0
e−2χ (t−s)(1 + s)−α(r∗)2 −1ds
+∫
t
t0
e−2χ(t−s)(1 + s)−α(r∗)− 74 ds
≤ Ce−2χ (t−t0) +C ∫
t
t0
e−2χ (t−s)(1 + s)−α(r∗)2 −1ds
≤ C(1 + t)−α(r∗)2 −1
which concludes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. We shall first prove (1.8). For regular enough solutions, the
integral representation of z(t) and z¯(t) and standard Leray’s projector properties
lead to
(3.18) ∥z(t) − z¯(t)∥L2 ≤
t
∫
t0
∥eA (t−τ)Q(τ)∥L2dτ,
where
Q(t) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−(u ⋅ ∇)u(t) + (b ⋅ ∇)b(t)
−(u ⋅ ∇)w(t)
−(u ⋅ ∇)b(t) + (b ⋅ ∇)u(t)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= ∇ ⋅
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−u⊗u(t) + b⊗ b(t)
−u⊗w(t)
−u⊗ b(t) + b⊗u(t)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
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and (eA t)
t≥t0
is the semigroup associated to the linear system (2.5). Using Lemma
2.5 and Plancherel identity, we obtain
(3.19)
t
∫
t0
∥eA (t−τ)Q(τ)∥L2dτ ≤
t
∫
t0
∥eC∆ (t−τ)Q(τ)∥L2dτ.
Using the heat kernel estimate (3.9), we estimate the convolution term in two
different ways, namely
∥e∆(t−τ)Q(τ)∥L2 = ∥∇e∆(t−τ)NL(u,w,b)(τ)∥L2
≤ C∥∇e∆(t−τ)∥L2∥NL(u,w,b)(τ)∥L1
≤ C(t − τ)− 54 ∥z(τ)∥2L2(3.20)
where Q(t) = ∇NL(u,w,b), and
∥e∆(t−τ)Q(τ)∥L2 ≤ C∥e∆(t−τ)∥L2∥Q(τ)∥L1
C ≤ (t − τ)−3/4∥z(τ)∥L2∥∇z(τ)∥L2(3.21)
Then (3.18) - (3.21) imply
∥z(t) − z¯(t)∥L2 ≤
t0+t
2
∫
t0
(t − τ)− 54 ∥z(τ)∥2L2dτ +
t
∫
t0+t
2
(t − τ)− 34 ∥z(τ)∥L2∥∇z(τ)∥L2dτ
= I1(t) + I2(t).
Using Theorem 1.2, a straightforward calculation leads to
I1(t) ≤ C(1 + t)−( 74+r∗), for r∗ < −1
2
, I1(t) ≤ C(1 + t)− 54 , for r∗ > −1
2
.
For r∗ = − 1
2
, we have that
I1(t) ≤ C(1 + t)− 54+δ, ∀ δ > 0.
Analogously, from Theorem 1.2 and Lemma 3.1
I2(t) ≤ C(1 + t)−min{ 154 +2r∗, 234 }, −3
2
< r∗ < ∞.
As a result of this, the estimate is true for all t > t0. An argument similar to that in
page 239 in Kreiss, Hagstrom, Lorenz and Zingano [20] allows to extend the bound
to all t > 0.
In order to prove (1.9), we will need the following estimate.
Lemma 3.3. Let z be a weak solution to (1.1) , with 32χ(µ+χ+γ) > 1, ν > 0. Let
r∗(z0) = r∗ be the decay character of z0, with − 32 < r∗ < ∞. Then,
∥∇z(t) −∇z¯(t)∥2L2 ≤ C(1 + t)−min{
9
4
+2r∗, 7
4
}, ∀t > 0.
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Proof of Lemma 3.3. We have that
∥∇z(t) −∇z¯(t)∥L2 ≤
t
∫
t0
∥∇eA (t−τ)Q(τ)∥L2dτ.
As before
∥∇e∆(t−τ)Q(τ)∥L2 = ∥∇2e∆(t−τ)NL(u,w,b)(τ)∥L2
≤ C∥∇2e∆(t−τ)∥L2∥NL(u,w,b)(τ)∥L1
≤ C(t − τ)− 74 ∥z(τ)∥2L2
where Q(t) = ∇NL(u,w,b), and
∥∇e∆(t−τ)Q(τ)∥L2 ≤ C∥∇e∆(t−τ)∥L 43 ∥Q(τ)∥L 43
≤ C(t − τ)− 78 ∥z(τ)∥L4∥∇z(τ)∥L2
≤ C ≤ (t − τ)− 78 ∥z(τ)∥ 14
L2
∥∇z(τ)∥ 74
L2
.
Then
∥∇z(t) − ∇z¯(t)∥L2 ≤ ∫
t0+t
2
t0
(t − τ)− 74 ∥z(τ)∥2L2dτ + ∫
t
t0+t
2
(t − τ)− 78 ∥z(τ) ⋅ ∇z(τ)∥
L
4
3
dτ
≤ ∫
t0+t
2
t0
(t − τ)− 74 ∥z(τ)∥2L2dτ +∫
t
t0+t
2
(t − τ)− 78 ∥z(τ)∥ 14
L2
∥∇z(τ)∥ 74
L2
dτ
= I1(t) + I2(t)
As in the previous Lemma, from Theorem 1.2 we obtain
I1(t) ≤ C(1 + t)−( 94+r∗), for r∗ < −1
2
, I1(t) ≤ C(1 + t)− 74 , for r∗ > −1
2
.
For r∗ = − 1
2
, we have that
I1(t) ≤ C(1 + t)− 74+δ, ∀ δ > 0.
From Theorem 1.2 and Lemma 3.1
I2(t) ≤ C(1 + t)−min{ 134 +r∗, 174 }, −3
2
< r∗ < ∞.
Then, decay is given by I1(t) ∀t > t0. The extension of the estimate to 0 < t < t0 is
analogous to that of previous Lemmas. 
We return to the proof of (1.9). By using Duhamel’s principle, we take advantage
of the damping term −2χw to get, after a few computations
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∥w(t) − w¯(t)∥L2 ≤ χ ∫
t
t0
e−2χ (t−s)∥eCL(t−s){∇× (u(s) − u¯(s) )}∥L2ds
+ ∫
t
t0
e−2χ (t−s)∥eCL(t−s){(u ⋅ ∇w)(s)}∥L2ds
≤ χ ∫
t
t0
e−2χ (t−s)∥eC∆(t−s){∇× (u(s) − u¯(s) )}∥L2ds
+ ∫
t
t0
e−2χ (t−s)∥eC∆(t−s){(u ⋅ ∇w)(s)}∥L2ds
= J1(t) +J2(t).
If − 3
2
< r∗ < − 1
2
, by Lemma 3.3 we have
J1(t) ≤ ∫
(t0+t)/2
t0
e−2χ (t−s)(1 + s)− 94−r∗ds + ∫
t
(t0+t)/2
e−2χ (t−s)(1 + s)− 94−r∗ds
= J11(t) +J12(t).
We now observe that J11(t) ≤ Ce−χt and J12(t) ≤ C(1 + t)− 94−r∗ . For the term
J2(t), we proceed as follows. By using the Lemma 3.2, we have
J2(t) ≤ ∫
(t0+t)/2
t0
e−2χ (t−s)(t − s)− 34 (1 + s)− 52−r∗ds
+∫
t
(t0+t)/2
e−2χ (t−s)(t − s)− 34 (1 + s)− 52−r∗ds
= J21(t) +J22(t).
But J21(t) ≤ Ce−χtt−3/4 and
J22(t) ≤ C(1 + t)− 52−r∗
t
∫
(t0+t)/2
e−2χ(t−s)(t − s)−3/4ds ≤ C(1 + t)− 52−r∗Γ(1/4),
where Γ is the Gamma function. Hence, J1(t)+J2(t) ≤ C(1+t)− 94−r∗ . If − 12 ≤ r∗ < 1,
we similarly obtain J1(t) ≤ e−χt + C(1 + t)− 74 and J2(t) ≤ Ce−χtt−3/4 + C(1 +
t)−
5
2
−r∗which leads to J1(t) + J2(t) ≤ C(1 + t)− 74 , since − 12 ≤ r∗ < 1. Finally,
when r∗ ≥ 1, we immediately get J1(t) + J2(t) ≤ C(1 + t)− 74 which concludes the
proof for t > t0 and repeating the argument given in the proof of Theorem 1.3 or
(1.8), the upper bound holds also for 0 < t < t0 concluding the demonstration. 
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